Four college students switching
more than their majors
What’s it like to be a man trapped in a woman’s body? How does
a woman become a man? TRANSGENERATION, a dramatic
eight-part-series, follows two male and two female college students
for a year as they struggle to switch from their birth sex.
Faced with life-altering choices—about how to deal with parents
and whether to undergo sex assignment surgery—these four
remarkable individuals deal with their deeply misunderstood
identities in starkly different ways. In every moment of this
paradigm-busting series, these collegiate gender-benders blow up
stereotypes while learning how to change their bodies to fit
their minds.
You’ll never look at people the same way after watching this
“revolutionary documentary series” (The Boston Globe) by
Jeremy Simmons.

• Sundance Channel Premiere in September 2005. Re-airings in
February 2006

• Provocative original series charts four college students
undergoing gender transition

• TV airing supported by an extensive print and television ad
campaign that includes:

“…one of television’s
most fascinating shows…”
– Time Out NY

• National and local television advertising including: Sundance
Channel, NBC Late Night and VH1.
• National and local LGBT print advertising including: OUT,
Advocate, Genre, Girlfirends, Curve & Instinct
• More than 150 screening events for transgender/gay community in
colleges and universities across the country leading up to broadcast

• From award-winning executive producers Fenton Bailey and
Randy Barbato (Inside Deep Throat)
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THE BRANDON TEENA STORY Examines the devastating last days of Teena Brandon, a woman
whose choice to live as a man in the heartland of America leads to dire consequences.
DVD NVG-9453

SOUTHERN COMFORT The extraordinary story of a cowboy who was born female and later
transitioned into living as a man in a good-old-boys’ world. DVD NVG-9539

Everything else is pure fiction.
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